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Abstract

Deriving single or few cycle terahertz (THz) pulse by an intense femtosecond laser through cascaded

optical rectification is a crucial technique in cutting-edge time-resolved spectroscopy to characterize

micro-scale structures and ultrafast dynamics. Due to the broadband nature of the ultrafast driving

laser, the chromatic effect limits the THz conversion efficiency in optical rectification crystals,

especially for those implementing the pulse-front tilt scheme, e.g. lithiumniobate (LN) crystal, has

been prevalently used in the past decade. In this researchwe developed a brand new type of LN crystal

utilizing Brewster coupling, and conducted systematically experimental and simulative investigation

for the chromatic effect andmulti-dimensionally entangled parameters in THz generation, predicting

that an extreme conversion efficiency of∼10%would be potentially achievable at the THz absorption

coefficient of∼0.5 cm−1.Moreover, wefirst discovered that the chirp of the driving laser plays a

decisive role in the pulse-front tilt scheme, and the THz generation efficiency could be enhanced

tremendously by applying an appropriate chirp.

1. Introduction

THzwave spans the frequency range of 0.1–10 THz, associatedwithwavelength of 30 μm–3 mm, representing

themost extraordinary characteristics in the overall electro-magnetic spectrum.During the past decade, THz

technology and applications have developed rapidly, and arewidely used inmaterial characterization,molecular

imaging and structural tomography, investigation of electron–phonon interaction and dynamics, non-

destructive bio-medical diagnostics etc [1–8]. Numerous novel ideas and delicate experimental techniques are

proposed and established to generate and detect THzwaves [9–11]. Among them, the optical rectification has

been demonstrated to create THz pulsesmost efficiently, through applying the ultrafast laser to induce different

frequency generation (DFG) in the THz photonic crystal [12–16]. In recent years, lithiumniobate (LN), either in

its stoichiometric or congruent crystalline form, turns into preferable THz generationmedia due to its large

optical-to-THz conversion efficiency, compared tomany others, e.g. GaAs, ZnTe, GaP and etc [17–19].

However, an instant drawback of using LN is that its optical refractive index of far-infrared spectrum (including

THz) is very different to that of the near-infrared and visible band. Thus the phase-matching between the driving

laser andTHzwave is not straightforwardly achieved, which limits the THz generation efficiency. The

Cherenkov radiation scheme is then adopted and demonstrated to enhance the THz generation efficiency

remarkably, where the laser pulse front is tilted purposely with respect to its propagation direction [20–24]. Thus

DFG takes placewithin the intra-band of the laser pulse through a non-collinear geometry, where the generated

THzwave is expected to propagate towards the pulse-front of the driving pulse.
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The pulse-front tilt scheme for THz generation in LN is illustrated infigure 1, where a photon of the driving

laser k L( ) is decomposed into photons of THz k THz( ) and idler k .L THz( ) And the process could be

cascadedmultiple times (refer to equation (1)), so the ultimate photon energy of the residual driving beam

would be significantly smaller than its initial value (up to a few tens of terahertz), displaying apparent ‘red-shift’

broadening spectral features (refer tofigure 4(a)) [12, 13].

Figure 1. (a)The schematic layout of the THz generation setup (‘bird’s-eye view’), implementing the pulse-front tilt scheme through
Brewster incidence coupling. The ‘1’ order of the grating (G)—‘diffraction beam’ possessing pulse-front tilt is used to derive THzwave
in the LN crystal, and the ‘0’ order—‘reflection beam’ is used as probe to characterize the THz field in time domain through EO
sampling technique. The diffraction beam is delivered through a pair of cylindrical lenses (CL1/CL2) to obtain a desired
demagnification of f1/f2 in its tangential coordinate before being fed into LN. The center of thefigure shows the ‘zoomed-in’ 3D
feature of the pulse-front tilted driving beampropagation through the LN crystal, where the yellow arrow in themiddle indicates the
THz beamwhile the colored arrows next to it represent the residual driving beam escaping from the crystal after several times of the
internal reflection. (b)The chromatic effect of the driving beam is shown, where various intra-bandwavelengths are associatedwith
different optical paths, in-between the grating and LN crystal, via the de-collimation lens-pair (top-view). The photograph and vector
diagram illustrate, respectively, the IR driving pulse spectral broadening feature accompanying THz generation in the crystal and the
phasematched non-collinearDFGprocess achieving high ‘optical-to-THz’ conversion efficiency (see text).
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The phase (orwave vector)match condition between the laser andTHzwave through the non-collinear coupling

scheme infigure 1 determines the optimal pulse-front tilt angle for the driving beam in LN,
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where ng L( ) and n THz( ) are the group index of the driving laser, and the phase index of THzwave respectively.
As shown in thefigure, the optimal tilt angle LN is actually the desired intersect angle between the propagation

directions of the laser andTHzwave.While the THzwave propagates a distance of L, parallel to the pulse-front

normal of the driving laser, the laser pulse would propagate a distance of L cos LN/ in themeantime [21–25].

The chromatic effect of the driving beam is demonstrated infigure 1(b), where various intra-bandwavelengths

of the ultrafast optical laser are associatedwith different optical paths between the grating and LN crystal, relayed

by a pair of tangential de-collimation lens-pair.

2. Experiment and simulation

2.1. Experimental apparatus

Compared to the typical pulse-front tilt scheme previously used for THz generation in LN, through applying

pump laser beamwith vertical polarization (s-pol) to incident on a side plane of a horizontal ‘z-cut’ crystal

[20–26], themajor difference and advantage of our setup is that the LN crystal is in the presence of both a

horizontal ‘x-cut’ and vertical ‘z-cut’, where a laser beamwith horizontal polarization (p-pol) incidents onto a

side plane, approaching Brewster’s angle to reduce the Fresnel loss at the ‘air–LN’ interface (figure 1). The

unique double-face-cut LN crystal is shaped in a triangular prism and congruently dopedwithMgOof 6.0%

molecular concentration, with dimensions of 15.5 mm×22.4 mm (Y)×32.1 mm in cross-section and a

height of 15.0 mm (X), fabricated byUnitedCrystal Inc., USA through customer request. UponBrewster’s

incidence at a side surface of 15.5 mm×15.0 mm(X), the refractive laser beamwould propagate along the y-

axis after entering into the crystal with polarization remaining parallel to the z-axis (optical axis), to ensure the

THz generation efficiency.

The driving pulse is provided by a conventional Ti:Sapphire laser system (Coherent LegendDuo

regenerative laser amplifier), with repetition rate of 1 kHz, pulse energy up to∼3.6 mJ, FWHMbandwidth of

∼7.6 nm center at 800 nm, and pulse duration of∼130 fs, corresponding to a transform-limit (TL) pulse of

nearly full coherence. The laser beamwith∼5 mmdiameter incidents on a blazing type plane gratingwith

groove density of 2200 ln mm−1 optimally blazed at 800 nm, to create the desired pulse-front tilt. The

p-polarized laser beam incidents at an angle of 65° respected to the grating normal, thus the ‘1’ order diffraction

beam is outgoing at∼58.6°. This ‘Littrow’ approaching incidence–diffraction geometry could achieve

diffraction efficiency beyond∼90%. The beam is further delivered through a pair of cylindrical lenses, CL1
( f1=300 mm) andCL2 ( f2=100 mm), which are curved horizontally butflat vertically. Thus the diffractive

beam is focused twice sequentially in its dispersive (horizontal) coordinate withmoderate divergence in non-

dispersive (vertical) coordinate. The lens-pair formingwell-coupled ‘f1–f1–f2–f2’ geometry is precisely aligned to

reduce the optical aberration of the driving beam,where the front focal spot of CL1 is located at the surface of the

grating (G), the rear focal spot of CL1 is overlappedwith the front focus of CL2, and the chromatic-dispersed

beamwould refocus at the rear focus of CL2 (located inside the LN crystal). The LN crystal is on a crystalmount

with translationalmechanism in the ‘y–z plane’ and rotationalmechanism around the ‘x-axis’ (refer tofigure 1).

The in-planemotion could change the laser propagation length in the crystal for the THz generation, and also

alter the driving beam fluence through adjusting the position of LNback and forth towards the beam focus. The

rotation could fine adjust the crystal orientation in the y–z plane to achieve the desired phasematch angle.
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Therefore, the coordinates of LN could bewell optimized for the THz generation at various driving pulse

parameters.

Upon entering the LN crystal, the refractive beamwould possess optimal pulse-front tilt angle of∼64°. The

generated THz pulse would propagate perpendicular to the pulse-front of the driving beam, and eventually exit

in normal from the largest side plane of the LNprism (32.1 mm×15.0 mm (X)), where its pulse energy is

measured by a pyroelectric detector with proper THzfilters and beam chopper (1–50 Hz chopping rate), and

cross-calibrated by aGolayCell (both fromMicrotech Instrument Inc., USA). The temporal waveformof THz

pulse is detected by a home-made electro-optical (EO) sampling apparatus separately [11, 14]. Theweak ‘0’-

order of the grating is used as the probe beam, passing through a delay-scan stage to change themutual delay

respected to the THz pulse, which is refocused by a couple of 90° off-axis parabola (OAP) to achieve the best

focal spot in a thin ZnTe crystal. The 2ndOAP is centrally holed to allow the probe beampass through and

overlapwith the THz pulse spatially and temporally at the ZnTe crystal. The probe beam then sequentially

transmits a best-form focal lens, a quarter wave-plate (λ/4), aWollaston prism, and finally splits and hits into a

balanced photo-diode (PD). The EO signal from the balanced PD is phase-retrieved and recorded by a lock-in

amplifierwhich is triggered by the synchronization signal of the laser system at 1 kHz repetition rate. In a typical

EO-samplingmeasurement, the ‘scan-delay-step’ is set as 1.5 μmwith 1024 steps in total, associatedwith the

temporal resolution of∼10 fs and a timingwindowof∼10 ps, which could characterize the THzwaveformwith

high temporal resolution.

2.2. Simulations for various grating groove densities and intra-band chromatic distribution of the driving

pulse

As illustrated infigure 2(a), a blazing type gratingwith groove spacing of d0, optimally blazed at the central

wavelength 800 nmc is proposedworking at the incidence angle of 3 ,0 Litt thus the diffraction

beam (with diffraction angle 1( ))would present a tilt angle for its pulse-front, according to,
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The beam is then delivered through a pair of de-magnification cylindrical lens (CL1 andCL2), with focal lengths

of f1 and f2 respectively in the tangential coordinate ( f1>f2). For themonochromatic approximation, the

diffractive beam size would effectively decreases f2/f1 at the rear focal spot of CL2 (located inside the LN crystal).

Implementing the parameters of the optical layout infigure 1, the expected pulse-front tilt angle of the driving

beam in the LN crystal could be described as,
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where i (set to Brewster’s angle B at c) and t are the incidence and refraction angle of the laser beam at the

air-LN interface. The result of LN given by equation (6) should be equal to that in equation (4), thus the de-

magnification of f1/f2 could be determined for a series of gratings with groove densities of 1000–2400 ln mm−1,

where the incidence and diffraction angles are almost equally distributed around the Littrow angle Litt

(figure 2(a), left-axis), and the angular distribution of the diffraction beam (light-blue area in the figure) is due to

the intra-band chromatic dispersion of the laser pulse; the calculated values of ‘f1/f2’ decreasesmonotonously

with the groove density (right axis).More specifically, the lower groove density (e.g. 1000 ln mm−1)would

require higher de-magnification ( f1/f2>10), leading to asymmetrically un-balanced optical layout; while the

higher groove density (e.g. 2000 ln mm−1) could satisfy reasonably lower de-magnification coupling ( f1/f2∼4).

The effective beam size in LN crystal could be calculated ( 0 is the beam size before the grating),

f
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Then the laser beam fluencies are calculated and plot infigure 2(b), for various gratings andwithin the laser pulse

energy in the range of 0.1–2 mJ. Clearly at each laser pulse energy, the beamfluence is expected to decrease along

with the increasing of the grating groove density, consistent with the ‘f1/f2’ feature infigure 2(a). The

2200 ln mm−1 grating is eventually selected for the experiment, with f1/f2 of∼3 andmoderate driving beam

fluencies in LN (0.2–5 mJ cm−2). According to previous reports, the optimal driving beamfluence of the

femtosecond laser is claimed to bewithin the range of 1–10 mJ cm−2, which is not only below the damage

threshold of the LN crystal, but also smaller than the THz saturation regime to avoid the strong THz absorption

from the laser induced extra free-carriers [13, 17, 19, 25].
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While the laser wave-packet passes through the dispersive elements of the THz system, the chromatic

dispersion and angular distribution of the ultrafast pulse need to be assessed, where the different colors in the

laser spectrumwould incident on the LN crystal with slightly different angles, causing the deviation of the actual

pulse-front tilts from the perfect phasematch angle. This would lead to the declining of THz generation

coherence length and the generation efficiency aswell. According tofigure 1(b), the incidence angle distribution

at the air–LN interface i ( ) originates from the diffraction grating, where i ( ) propagates throughCL1

andCL2 experiencing double refocusing, and turns into
f

f
i i

1

2

( ) ( ) at the para-axial approximation,

Figure 2. (a) Illustrates the pulse-front tilt generation for the laser beam through a blazed grating, with blazed angle equal to the
‘Littrow’ angle Litt for the central wavelength .c The incidence beamapproaches the Littrow condition for high diffraction efficiency,
and a few degrees’ deviation from the Littrow angle could avoid spatial overlapping between the incidence/diffraction beams. The
proposed ‘Incidence’ (red-circle-line) and ‘Diffraction’ (blue-circle-line) angles, distributed near to the Littrow angles (gray-dashed-
line) for a series of blazed gratingswith groove densities in the range of 1000–2400 ln mm−1 (left axis). The shadowdomain (light-
blue) displays the angular distribution of the ‘Diffraction’ beamdue to the intra-band chromatic dispersion of the driving pulse. The
optimal demagnification coupling of the lens-pair (refer tofigure 1) f1/f2 (filled black-triangle, right axis) in the THz generation setup
is selected to achieve the phasematch in the LN crystal for the series of gratings at this geometry (see text). (b)The expectation values of
the driving pulse fluence for laser pulse energy in the range of 0.1–2.0 mJ, using the same series of gratings in (a). The inserted
schematic diagram above demonstrates the pulse-front tilted driving pulse penetration and interactionwith the LN crystal to generate
THzwave, whose transverse intensity distribution is due to the variety of the THz interaction path lengthswith the laser wave-packet.
(c) For the gratingwith groove density of 2200 ln mm−1 and driving laser intra-bandwidth of 7.6 nmat∼800 nm, the distribution of
the pulse-front-tilt angles for specificwavelengths in LN, with respect to the central wavelength (dot-line, left-axis), where the optimal
phase-match angle is∼64°; and the coherence length for THz generation (circle-line, right axis), where the two short vertical dashed
lines indicate the intra-band angular dispersionwould lead to the declining of the THz coherence generation length down to∼2 mm
in the experiment. (d)The plot of expected ‘effective coherence length’ for THz generation versus the TL ‘pulse length’ of the driving
laser for the system,where the TL intra-band distribution of each driving pulse is concerned, then the corresponding chromatic
dispersion, pulse-front tilt distribution and coherence generation length can be calculated according to equations (8)–(10).
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where the optimal phase-match condition is presumably set at ,c and nf ( ) or ng ( ) represents the laser phase
or group index in LN. The effective THz generation coherence lengths at various intra-bandwave-lengths of the

driving laser could be evaluated by [30]:
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Infigure 2(c), the calculated pulse-front tilt angle (left-axis) and corresponding THz generation coherence

length (right-axis), indicate that the de-coherence for THz generation ismainly caused by the pulse-front tilt

deviation from the ideal phasematch due to the broadband feature of the driving pulse to induce chromatic

angular distribution. For a TL driving pulse duration of∼130 fs, associatedwith a FWHMbandwidth of

∼7.6 nm, the effective coherent length for THz generation is roughly about∼2 mm. Figure 2(d) plots a series of

THz generation coherence length by applying various full coherence driving pulse durations from∼50 fs up to

∼1 ps, where the curve exhibits that the coherent length is less than 2 mm for using driving pulse length of

<100 fs, but beyond 10 mm for using pulsewidth of>500 fs [30].

2.3.Optimal driving pulse duration andTHz generation length

In the previous section, the correlation between ‘coherence length for THz generation’ and ‘driving pulse

duration’ is investigated; it seems that a longer pulse ismore favorable in THz generation, since a short pulse

associatedwith broader TL bandwith causes larger chromatic dispersion and angular distribution, which limits

the THz generation. In fact, however, the optimal driving pulse is certainly not as long as possible, since the THz

wave originates from the intra-band cascadedDFGprocess, a bandwidth spanningwould be a prerequisite to

initialize theDFG reaction chain. Typically theDFG conversion efficiency is proportional to the peak intensity of

the driving laser in linear conversion region before achieving saturation. So the optimal driving pulse duration

should be determined through compromising these two competitive directions [30]. In themeantime, the THz

absorption in the generationmedia should also be considered, particularly the driving pulse induced free-

carriers are expected to absorb the THzwave substantially. In our experiment, we only applymoderate driving

beamfluence of a fewmJ cm−2 to avoid saturation and carrier-induced absorption. The conversion efficiency

could be numerically simulated by,
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where the phasematching condition, driving pulse intensity, THz absorption and geometric coupling etc are all

inclusive [27]: deff is the nonlinear coefficient for THz generation in LN, n L( ) and n THz( ) are the phase index

of the laser andTHz in LN respectively, k is thewave-vectormis-match for these twowaves (which is

correlated to driving pulse duration as previous discussion), LTHz is THz generation length in the crystal, THz

is the THz absorption coefficient, F is the driving beam fluence (which divided by is equal to the beampeak

intensity), and G L ,THz( ) is the geometric coupling function for the laser andTHz beams (which is dependent

with pulse-front tilt geometry, LTHz and ).

Utilizing the parameters in our setup and pulse-front tilt scheme, a series of simulated figures demonstrating

‘THz conversion efficiency’— versus ‘driving pulse duration’— and ‘THz generation length’—L ,THz for

several typical ‘THz absorption coefficients’— THz are plot infigure 3, where the extreme conversion

efficiencies for various THz are quite different, associatedwith diversified optimal driving pulse lengths and

THz generation lengths. If THz is∼5 cm
−1, the optimal driving pulse duration is a bit below 100 fs, the

corresponding optimal THz generation length is 1–2 mm, and the highest THz conversion efficiency is around
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∼0.15% (figure 3(a)), which is quite consistent with the previous reports for deriving THzwave by∼100 fs pulse

in LN at room temperature [26, 28]. If THz decreases one order less to∼0.5 cm
−1, the optimal pulse length

should be around∼400 fs, with THz generation length beyond 30 mm,more remarkably the extreme

conversion efficiency is expected to be∼10% (figure 3(d)).

During the past few years, cryogenic apparatus were proposed and developed for THz generation, which

could enhance the generation efficiency enormously because the absorption ismuch smaller compared to that at

room temperature [24, 29, 30]. In that circumstance, an extra-large size pulse-front tilted driving beamwith

high pulse energy and long pulse duration (tomaintain the beamfluencewithin a fewmJ cm−2) should be

applied to a cryogenic LN crystal with dimensions of few tens ofmm, to achieve the desired THz conversion

efficiency of a few percent. Currently one of the prevalent views for THz generation in LN through pulse-front-

tilt scheme is that the optimal driving pulse length should be in the range of 300–500 fs unconditionally

[20, 21, 24, 25]. However our investigation unveiled a different feature: the absorption coefficient of themedia

actually plays an essential role, and the optimal driving pulse length starts from∼400 fs for small absorption

coefficient ( THz∼0.5 cm
−1

), decreases down to<100 fs for large absorption coefficient ( THz∼5.0 cm
−1

),

while the optimal THz generation length and conversion efficiency decline 1–2 orders associatively. This could

alsowell interpret previously unexpected experimental results at room temperature, where the THz conversion

efficiency at the identical driving beamfluence decreasesmonotonously alongwith an increase of the pulse

length, contradictory to the predicted optimal pulse length in the range of 300–500 fs [19, 26, 28, 31]. The

optimal parameters for THz generation at various absorption coefficients are retrieved and summarized in the

table offigure 3(e) for comparison.

Figure 3.The simulated THz generation efficiency for various transform-limit ‘driving pulse duration’ ( ) and ‘THz generation
length’ (LTHz), at different ‘THz absorption coefficients’ ( THz) of the crystal: (a)αTHz=5.0 cm−1, (b)αTHz=2.0 cm−1, (c)
αTHz=1.0 cm−1, (d)αTHz=0.5 cm−1. In each diagram, the absolute values of the ‘THz conversion efficiency distribution’ in LN
crystal are denoted by the color-bar. (e)The retrieved parameters for optimal THz generation at various THz absorption coefficients

THz in (a)–(d), the specific and LTHz are associatedwith the ‘extreme conversion efficiencies’ ( ) for each case.
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3. Results and discussion

3.1. IR residual spectra red-shift due to cascadedDFGandTHzpulse generation in nonlinear conversion

regime

The typical residual spectra of the driving beamfluencies in the range of 0.8−3 mJ cm−2 are plotted in

figure 4(a).With increasing of the beamfluence, the spectra display significant ‘red-shift’ broadening features

Figure 4. (a)The ‘red-shift’ broadening of the residual spectra of the driving laser for the THz generation in LN, at various beam
fluencies. The black one is the original laser spectrumas the control signal. The inserted diagram shows that the THz generation in LN
viamulti-stage cascadedDFGprocess is causing the spectral broadening feature. (b)TheTHz pulse energy generated in the
experiment by applying different laser beamfluencies in the range of 0.06–2.8 mJ cm−2 (associatedwith the laser pulse energy of
0.025–1.16 mJ, top-axis). The error bar in each data point indicates that the uncertainty for charactering the THz pulse energy is less
than 5%. (c)The corresponding THz generation efficiency, calculated by using experimental data in (b). The domains of the low
(open-circle) and high (filled-circle) beam fluencies could be fit by polynomials of second order (blue and red solid-lines), achieving
two sets of parameters (in table 1). The dash curves in specified colors are the extrapolated features of the polynomials for these two
specific domains (see text).
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(usually appointed to the signature of ‘optical-to-THz’ conversionwith high efficiency). However when the

beamfluence increases to beyond 2.5 mJ cm−2, the trend of spectral ‘red-shift’ broadening slows down,

indicating the saturation of the THz generation. As illustrated in the inserted diagram, the THzwave is generated

throughmulti-stage cascadedDFG in the crystal, where an optical photon could convert intomultiple THz

photons through this frequency rolling downprocess, with conversion efficiencymuch higher than the

‘Manley–Rowe limit’ (only converts into a single THz photon alongwith another optical photon of a small red-

shift [24]).

With the driving beam fluence in the range of 0.06–3 mJ cm−2 (corresponding to the laser pulse energy of

0.015–1.2 mJ), the generated THz pulse energy is from a fewnano-Joules (nJ)up tomicro-Joule (μJ) level (refer

tofigure 4(b)). The correlation of ‘optical-to-THz conversion efficiency’ versus ‘laser beam fluence’ is plotted in

figure 4(c), and the efficiency ismonotonously increasing and achieves∼0.09% at the highest beam fluence in

the experiment, howeverwhen the fluence is beyond∼1.2 mJ cm−2, the THz generation goes gradually towards

saturation. The corresponding laser beam intensity is also given on the top axis offigure 4(c) for the TL pulse

duration of∼130 fs. The experimental results of THz generation efficiency could befitted by a polynomial of

η(F)=c0+c1
*F+c2

*F2+··· (where F and η are the laser beamfluence andTHz generation efficiency, and cj
are the fitting coefficients), within two separated sections of the beam fluence, (i) 0.06–1.2 mJ cm−2, and (ii)

1.2–2.8 mJ cm−2. Thefitting parameters for these two sections are given in table 1, where c1
*F?c2

*F2?c0
implicates the THz generation is approximately in the linear conversion regime; c2 is negative for the second

order polynomial, so themaximal THz generation efficiency is expected to achieve at F≈–c1/2c2; and c0
represents any pseudo-effect during the process (e.g. scattering). This simple schemewould lead to the highest

conversion efficiency of 0.15% at the extrapolated fluence of∼5.32 mJ cm−2, for the lower beam fluence range

(0.06–1.2 mJ cm−2); and to the conversion efficiency of 0.097%at∼3.90 mJ cm−2, for the higher beam fluence

range (1.2–2.8 mJ cm−2). Both are clearly demonstrated by the extrapolated dashed-curves in the plot

(figure 4(c)).When the beam fluence is high, it would induce plasma distribution (or free carriers) in the crystal,

which causes strong absorption of the THzwave; in themeantime, the plasmawould lead to transient change of

the refractive index of themedia which potentially perturbs the phasematch condition. So the attempt to

enhance the THz generation efficiency via further increasing the driving beam fluencewould be severely

restricted, i.e. impossible. The saturated driving beam fluence (corresponding towhere the THz generation

efficiency in the experiment ismaximal) is expected to be somewhere inbetween the extrapolated values

obtained from the ‘low’ or ‘high’fluence regions. Infigure 4(a), the overwhelmed ‘red-shift’ broadening feature

is actually companied by ‘blue-shift’, mediated by the laser-induced phase-modulation and broadband

emission. And a direct comparison between the saturation trend for driving fluence of∼2.5 mJ cm−2 in the

residual spectra (figure 4(a)) and that of∼1.2 mJ cm−2 in the THz generation efficiency curve (figure 4(c)),

clearly shows that the ‘red-shift’ broadening spectra should be related to not only THz generation, but also laser

plasma as well. According to the analytic scheme described here, the highest achievable THz generation

efficiency in LN at room temperature by utilizing our apparatus and driving pulse length of∼130 fs would be

around∼0.1%, the order ofmagnitude agrees with the feature predicted by figure 3(a)well.

3.2. THz time-domainwaveforms derived by chirp pulses and the chirp influence on the THz generation

efficiency

The experimental EO signals representing typical THz fields in time domain alongwith its Fourier

transformations in frequency domain are displayed infigures 5(a) and (b) respectively, where the laser beam

fluence of∼2.5 mJ cm−2 is used to derive THzwave in LN. The generated THz spectrum spans from∼0.1 THz

up to∼1.5 THz, with peak strength at 300–400 GHz. Then the driving pulse is stretched to chirp pulse to derive

the THzwave.

Figure 5 compares the normalized THzfields derived by TL pulse of 130 fs and by chirp pulses of 250 fs,

−320 fs in pulse length (where the positive or negative sign represents the positive or negative chirp). Apparently

Table 1. Fitting parameters for THz conversion efficiency.

Coefficient c0 c1 c2

Unit of coefficients

Driving beam fluence (mJ cm−2) (%) (cm2 mJ−1) (cm4
(mJ)−2)

0.6–1.2 1.53 × 10−3±4.6 × 10−4 5.74 × 10−2±1.92 × 10−3 −5.40 × 10−3±1.5 × 10−3

1.2–2.8 2.13 × 10−2±7.0 × 10−3 3.90 × 10−2±7.27 × 10−3 −5.01 × 10−3±1.81 × 10−3
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the THzwaveforms generated by chirp pulses (250 fs or−320 fs) are longer than that by TL pulse, corresponding

to a narrower THz spectrum (where the generated THzwave is assumed to be close to full coherence).

The different chirp pulses are generated through slightly deteriorating the optimal compensation of the

pulse compressor in the laser system, and the influence of the chirp on the THz conversion efficiency is

investigated. The pulse length is on-line characterized by a single shot auto-correlator (Coherent Inc., USA) via

splitting few percent of the driving beam. For the linear chirp pulse, the general formula for the electric field

could be expressed as,

E t E t b te cos , 12N
a t

c N0
2N

2
( ) ( ) ( )∣ ∣

where
c

2c
c

is the carrier frequency of the laser (at the central wavelength), coefficient aN and bN are

related to the envelope duration and the linear chirp for the laser field respectively. In terms of TL pulse duration

of FWHM FWHM and pulse stretchmultiple N (the ratio of chirp pulse length divided byTL pulse length, sign

included), we have [32],

a N Nsign 2 ln 2 , 13.1N FWHM
2 2( ) ( )/

b a N 1 , 13.2N N
2 ( )

a N a1 sign . 13.3N
S

N∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )/

Implementing the experimental chirp pulse parameters (figure 6(c)) into equations (12), (13), the

normalizedfield envelopes of the TL pulse of 130 fs (green), negative chirp pulse of−475 fs (red,N=−3.65)
and positive chirp of 408 fs (blue,N=3.14) are plotted together infigure 6(a). Particularly within a time

windowof ‘70–130’ fs respected to the peak field of the laser (semi-transparent bar area in the figure), the

‘zoomed-in’ features of thefield at the neighborhood of intra-pulse time scale of 70, 100 and 130 fs are

highlighted for the three above pulses (figure 6(b)). Obviously the TL pulse decaysmuch faster than the chirp

pulses, while their phase differences are discernable and increasingwhen the intra-pulse time is further away

from the peak field.

The THz generation efficiency is systematically investigated for various chirped driving pulses while

maintaining the pulsefluence as a constant at∼2.5 mJ cm−2. As demonstrated infigure 7, a surprisingly

asymmetric curve of ‘THz conversion efficiency’ versus ‘chirp’ is observed, where the signed inverse square root

of the absolute value of aN (equation (13.3)) is used to denote the chirpmagnitude. And the highest conversion

Figure 5. (a)Themeasured THzwaveform in time-domain by electric optic sampling; the thin black curve is generated by the
transform-limit driving pulse of 130 fs, and the blue and red lines by positive chirp pulse of 250 fs andnegative pulse of−320 fs
respectively. (b)The corresponding THz spectra in frequency-domain, via Fourier transformation of (a).
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efficiency is achieved at a positive chirp value, not at the TL pulse. Especially when the driving pulse length is

approaching to TL duration, the THz conversion becomes pretty low instead, but immediately increases to one

order higher when positive chirps are applied; for negative chirps, the growth rate of the curve ismoderated,

associatedwithmuch smaller generation efficiency.With further stretching the pulse duration, the THz

generation efficiency gradually decreases and becomesmore or less balanced for both sides of the chirp. The

longest chirp pulse durations in the experiment are−475 fs and 808 fs for the negative and positive chirps

respectively, due to the limit of themotor travel range of the pulse compressor [30, 33].

3.3.More discussions regarding to THz generation using chirp driving pulses

Wedeveloped a theoreticalmodel to investigate the unexpected phenomenon of chirp asymmetry for the THz

generation. Utilizing of theDFG simulation strategy in pulse-front tilt scheme, we have,

Figure 6. (a)The simulated driving pulse waveforms (normalized) for TL pulse duration of 130 fs (green), negative chirp pulse
duration of−475 fs (red), and positive chirp pulse duration of 408 fs (blue) used in the experiment. The vertically semi-transparent
bar area across the threewave-packets represents a time-windowof (65, 135) fs with respect to thefield peak. (b) ‘Zoomed-in’ views
for three typical ‘10-fs’ sub-windowswithin the ‘65–135 fs’window (the central time scales of the three sub-windows are 70, 100,
130 fs with respect to thefield peak) and comparison of the electricfields of the three normalized pulses, demonstrate the phases of
negative (red circle-line) and positive (blue dot-line) chirp pulses are shifting oppositely respected to the chirp-free pulse (green solid-
line). (c)Parameters for various chirp pulses used in the experiment, and in part (a) ‘−475 fs’ corresponds to ‘N=−3.65’, and ‘408 fs’
corresponds to ‘N=3.14’ in the table.
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When the output value (absolute) of equation (15) approaches tominimum (i.e. zero), it is corresponding to the

phasematch condition for the highest THz conversion efficiency. Thus various orders of ‘ω’ terms could be

analyzed separately.

(i) Zero order ofω
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It represents the primary phase-match condition for the THz generation, where r and z represent the travel

distances of the laser andTHz beams respectively. At the condition of r z cos ,/ equation (16.1) is

equivalent to the pulse-front tilt scheme described by equations (2)–(4).

Figure 7.TheTHz pulse energy generated by using identical driving beamfluence of∼2.5 mJ cm−2, while the chirp of the pulse is
changed fromnegative, to chirp-free (corresponding to the transform-limit pulse), and then to positive. A few typical stretching
multiples ‘N’ from the experiment are highlighted near to their corresponding data points. The two vertical dash lines and enclosed

bar-area represent the spanning range of the calculated chirp pulse coefficients a1 N
S OPT

∣ ∣
( )

/ for the optimal THz conversion
efficiencywithin the generation length range of 1–2 mm, according to equation (19). Obviously the optimal stretchingmultiple
N(OPT)

∼2.07 (associatedwith the highest THz generation efficiency in the experiment) is well locatedwithin the region (see text).
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b is defined in equation (17) later, which indicates applying a certain amount of linear chirp for the pump

laser pulsewould promote THz generation, and the desired linear chirp value is expected to be proportional

to the THz generation length—‘z’ in the LN crystal.

(iii) Second order ofω and above
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It is related to the other nonlinear complex processes in the THz generation, e.g. laser-induced transient change

of the refractive index, scattering and diffraction effect of themedia etc, but its contribution to the overall phase

is relatively smaller comparedwith the first two terms.

Concerning aGaussian driving pulsewith linear chirp, the electricfield in time domain could be derived

from that in frequency domain through Fourier transformation,
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Here the parameter a1 is identical to the series of aN atN=1 in equations (12), (13); b represents the linear

chirp parameter in frequency domain; N a b1 16 1
2 2 is the same as the stretchingmultiple ‘N’ in

equation (13). Relating the linear chirp phase term in equation (17) (real part)with that in equation (12), bN in

the time domain could be expressed in termof b in the frequency domain,

b
a b

N
4 . 18N
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2

2
( )

Combining equations (13), (16.2) and (18), the optimal stretchingmultiple for the chirp pulse,N(OPT)
(where the

superscript of ‘OPT’ denotes as the optimal value) could be determined through
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ObviouslyN(OPT) is dependentwith the THz generation length –‘z’ aswell. Implementation the parameters in

the experiment, the optimal chirp pulse stretchingmultiples areN(OPT)=1.43 or 2.31 for the THz generation

length of 1 or 2 mmrespectively, associatedwith the calculated value of a1 N
S

∣ ∣ in the range of 158–255 fs. And

the experimental value ofN∼2.07 (i.e. a1 N
S OPT

∣ ∣
( )

∼228 fs) for the optimal THz conversion efficiency is well

located inside this regime (refer tofigure 7).

Since the laser pulsefluence of∼2.5 mJ cm−2used in the experiment is beyond theTHz linear conversion

region, the conversion efficiency is relatively low at the TL pulse duration. And application of the positive chirp

for the driving pulse would promote the THz conversion efficiency dramatically. Since the chirp parameters e.g.

aN, bN are assigned values, the positive and negative values exhibit completely different features for satisfying the

optimal THz generation condition (i.e. equation (19) is only valid for the positive ‘N’, but not for the negative

one), so the chirp asymmetry behavior is sensible [30, 33].

4. Conclusion

Herewe developed a novel THz generation apparatus by utilizing a unique ‘dual-face-cut’ LN crystal in

Brewster’s incidence geometry, and experimentally demonstrated the optical-to-THz conversion efficiency of

∼0.1% could be achieved at room temperature by using a conventional Ti:Sapphire laser (∼800 nm)with pulse

length of∼130 fs. Since thematerial chromatic dispersion of LN in the neighborhood of the drivingwavelength

is small, our THz generation scheme could potentially be extended to broader drivingwavelength range.
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We systematically investigated the various determinants which restrict the THz conversion efficiency

implementing pulse-front tilt scheme, and recognized that the chromatic dispersion and angular distribution

are themost primary constrains for improving the THz generation length and conversion efficiency. Andwe

found out that the THz absorption coefficient THz plays an essential role, when it decreases from∼5 cm−1 (at

room temperature) to below∼1 cm−1 (probably at the cryogenic temperature), the THz conversion efficiency

would be increased tomore than one order higher, from∼0.1% into the level of a few percent, and the extreme

conversion efficiency is predicted at∼10%. In order to achieve this, the optimal driving pulse duration should be

increased from∼100 fs up to∼400 fs and the corresponding optimal THz generation length should be enhanced

from1–2 mmup to few tens ofmm.

Furthermore, the influence of the chirp of the driving pulse on the THz generation efficiency is studied, for

the identical driving pulse fluence of∼2.5 mJ cm−2 at themild saturated region.We discovered that the positive

chirpwould promotemuch higher conversion efficiency (1 or 2 orders higher) compared to the negative chirp,

exhibiting a surprising asymmetry feature in the conversion efficiency curve. A simulation script is developed to

interpret this intriguing feature and reproduce the experimental results successfully, implicating that applying

appropriate positive chirp for the driving pulse could potentially be a general strategy to enhance THz generation

efficiency in pulse-front-tilt scheme.
According to equation (19), the chirp should be proportional to z .FWHM

2/ The optimal THz generation

length is a few tens ofmm (e.g. z∼31 mm), and the optimal pulse duration is∼400 fs for the small absorption

coefficient case (e.g. THz∼0.5 cm
−1

), comparedwith∼2mmand∼100 fs for the large absorption case (e.g.

THz∼5.0 cm
−1

). Therefore the optimal stretchingmultipleN(OPT) for both cases should bemore or less similar.

And itmight be quite useful for the experimental practice by using a TL pulse length in 300–400 fs to derive THz

wave in a cryogenic setup, particularly it is worthwhile to generate chirps for the driving pulses and investigate

experimentally that the THz generation efficiencywould be enhanced as expected. Due to the lack of appropriate

laser systems providing 300–400 fs TL pulses in our laboratory, currently we are not able to investigate this, but

more delicate apparatus are under construction for further investigation.
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